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means of doing so in 1886 than in 1870. In this respect few, if
any, periods of equal length have been more fruitful
Parallel rises in the level of learning became discernible in
many other fields. The study of English law had since Selden's
day been too much divorced from the universities, with serious
risk to its intellectual bases. But the publication ( 1 86 1 ) of Maine's
Ancient Law, in which it was approached from the side of history
and comparative jurisprudence, had begun a revival of academic
interest; and following the appearance in the early eighties of
a band of brilliant law teachers,1 both Cambridge and Oxford
developed important law schools. The traditional subject of
English education, classical scholarship, received a new impulse
about this time towards Hellenism; stimulated partly by the
German archaeologists,2 and partly by a large growth in the
number of persons taught to read Greek with facility. A per-
formance of the Agamemnon of Aeschylus at Balliol College in
1880 (with F, R. Benson as Clytcmncstra) started a fashion,
which soon became widespread among learned bodies, for acting
Greek plays in their original language, Jowctt's translation of
Plato (1871) similarly pioneered an endeavour to make Greek
ideas more widely available to Knglish theorists.
On the borders of speculative thought attention was attracted
by the men of science, and by the conflict (real enough at the
time) between science and religion,, Tymlull delivered his
famous Belfast Address3 in 1874, and Huxley*** activity in the
reviews was incessant In the lield of philosophy itself the lead-
ing figure in popular estimation was Herbert Spencer, a self-
taught journalist of genius, who owed nothing to universities*
But the teaching of T. H, Green at Oxford in the seventies and
the publication of his principal works after his early death in 1882
established in England much higher standards of philosophical
attainment* Whatever be thought of the English idealist school,
which Green did so much to found, they at least conceived their
task as one for fully trained and organized professionals, not for
gifted but isolated amateurs, On the political side Green's teach-
ing was notable as providing a theory of the state which, in oppo-
1 A, V. Dicey was elected to a chair at Oxford m iBBa, and Sir 1'Vrcteriek Pol*
lock to another in 1883; F. W« Maitlancl to a readcmhip at Cambridge in 1884.
* In 1874 Schiicmunn published lus Ancient Tnay; m 1877 Olyuipia was excavated
and the Homes of Praxiteles discovered; in x88o the great friassc at Pcrguwos came
to light.
4 Reprinted in the 5th edition (1876) of his Fragments qfStitnet*

